NOTE ON A CONJECTURE OF ANDRÉ WEIL
L. CARLITZ

1. In discussing the number of solutions of equations in finite fields
[2, p. 507], Weil was led to the following conjecture. Let F be a
variety of dimension n without singular points defined over GF(q),
q=p"; let iVm be the number of rational points on V over the ex-

tended field GF(qm). Then

(1.1)

EiV-M«»-i = -logZ(«),
m=l

du

where Z(u) is a rational function of « which satisfies a functional equa-

tion of the type
(1.2)

Z[-)

\qnu/

= ± ?"*'2«*Z(«).

Moreover

(1.3)

Z(u) =

Pi(u)P*(u)
Po(u)P2(u)

■ • • Pin-i(u)
■ • • P2n(u)

where Po(«) = 1 —«, P%n(u)= l —qnu, and

Pk(u)= IT (1 - «M*)
»-i

(I «*,| = <tn,1 ¿ * S 2» - 1).

(Weil also makes some additional remarks that we shall not discuss.)
The purpose of this note is to examine this conjecture in several
cases in which explicit formulas are available for Nm, so that Z(u)
can be computed. In some of the cases considered V may have singular points; as might be expected the conjectured formulas may require modification in such cases.

2. Let p>2.

A well known instance in which an explicit formula is

available is

(2.1)

Q(xi, • ■• , x.) = a,

where Q(x) denotes the quadratic

form of discriminant

Q(x)= E «ifUiUj,
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The total number of solutions of (2.1) with s —2t is

r?*

(a ^ 0),

qu-i + fç_i(3 _ 1)

(a - 0),

72i-l

(2.2)

_

l-nt-l

where f = +1 or —1 according as ( —1)'S is a square or a nonsquare
in GF(q); for s = 2i+l the number of solutions is

(2.3)

q2' +

uq;

where a>= +1, —1, or 0 according as ( —1) 'ab is a square, a nonsquare,
or zero in the field.
Let a = 0. Then the number of rational points on (2.1) is given by
\qtnt

-

1

(s=2t+

qm — 1

2V„=

(2.4)

„m(2i-l)

_

qm-

A simple computation

1),

1
+

1

?nq »»(1-1)

(s = 2<).

yields

(s - 2<+ 1),
E

r_0 1 — q'u

Nmum~l =

[ r-0 1 — qru

Then using the notation

(2.5)

Z(u) =

+

r«'
1 — fç,_1«

(s = 2t).

of (1.1) we get

nr-0 a - 5-«)-1

(l-fîH)-,,ff(l-î'«)-1

(s=2t+

1),

(s = 20.

In particular we note that (1.2) holds and that k = 2t for j = 2/+1,
k = 2t-2 for s = 2/.
A word may be added about the case a ?*0. Let Nm(a) represent
the number of solutions over GF(qm) and let iV„ represent the number
of rational points on Q(xlt • ■ • , x,)=ax^+1; also let Z(u, a) and
Z*(u) denote the corresponding Z-iunctions. Clearly Nm(a) =N% —Nm

and it follows that

(2.6)

Z(u, a) =

Z*(u)

Z(u)
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Alternatively it follows directly from (2.2) and (2.3) that
(2.7)

Z(u, a) = <
1(1 - aqhti-^l

- Ç2'«)-1

(í=2í+l);

it is easily verified that (2.6) and (2.7) are in agreement.

3. Let e, f be fixed integers =T and suppose (e, f) = 1. It is not
difficult to show that the total number of solutions of
t i
t¡
(3.1)
aiZiyi + • • • + a,x,y, = 0
is q2'~1+(q —l)q'~l, and therefore the number of rational points over
GF(qm) is given by
ffm(2«-l) _

(3.2)

I

Nm =-+ qm - 1

?-c«-».

Comparison of (3.2) with the second of (2.2) indicates that Weil's
conjecture holds for (3.1). We remark that for ef>l, the variety
defined by (3.1) contains singular points.
If we waive the condition (e, f) = 1 then the number of solutions,
when obtainable, is not quite so simple. For example we can determine the number of solutions of
2 2

(3.3)

2 2

aiXiyi + ■ ■ ■ + a.x.y. = 0,

but the corresponding
For the equation

(3.4)

function Z(u) is rather complicated.

aiziyizi + • • • + a,x.y.z, = 0,

where (e, f, g) = 1, we have
Çm(3»-1) _

Nm =-—

A simple calculation

(3.5)

I

qm — 1

+ (2qm -

1)'5»(«-».

now yields

Z(u) = Ó (1 - çr+«-1M)-(-1)-T<7"2r
IT (1 - qru)~K
r—0

r=0

It can be verified that (3.5) implies
Z[-)
\qu-2u/

= (-l)«-i?»«(«-D/V-in

(! -

ç,-f,-1M)-<-1)rC,'r2*~r

_0

• nr-0 (i - î'«)-1,
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so that (1.2) is not quite satisfied.
4. Returning

to (2.1) the weighted sum

(4.1)

E

e(2\ixi + ■■• + 2\.x.),

Q(z)-7

where
e(\) = eM,Mi>,

t(\) - X + X" H-h

X*r*I

is of interest. In particular for 7 = 0, (4.1) can be evaluated
and indeed reduces to (2.2) and (2.3), where now

explicitly

a = Q'(\i, • • • , X.)
and Q' denotes the quadratic form inverse to Q. Thus (2.4) and (2.5)
may be thought of as applying in this case also. For -y^O the situation is somewhat more complicated.
5. A problem that includes (2.1) is that of the number of solutions

of

(5.1)

Q(Ux,..-,U.)=A

in polynomials UiEGF[q, x], deg Ui<r.

Clearly this problem is

equivalent to the determination
of the number of solutions of a certain system of equations of the form (2.1). We shall consider only

the case .4=0, s = 2t. Then Cohen [l, p. 556] has found that the
number of solutions of (5.1) is

r«" + (?• - r)«2{f-1)(,r-1)Ef<r<<*-*).
t-0

where £ has the same meaning as in (2.2). Thus the corresponding
value of Nm is
• 2r(<-l)

çmrqm(rt-l)

_|_

y^
»-0

1—1

gmi(t-X)

_|_ X^ ÇmiqmVrt-2r-l)-mHt-2)fqm

_|_ J\

»-1

and therefore

z(u) = n (i - jy'«-*'-1-«*-»«)-»
. jj (i _ ¿Yri-*-«*-»w)-i n
.-1

(i - q'")-1.

t-0

It is easily verified that each product in the right member of (5.2)
satisfies an equation of the form (1.2).
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CONGRUENCESCONNECTED WITH THREE-LINE
LATIN RECTANGLES
L. CARLITZ

1. Introduction.
recurrences
(1.1)

In a recent paper [l], J. Riordan

set up the

Kn = n2Kn-i + (n)2Kn_2 + 2(n)3Kn-* + K,

where (n)r=n(n

—1) • • • (n—r+1),

(1.2)

and

kn + nkn-i = - (n - 1)2»;

here Kn = K(3, n), the number of reduced three-line latin rectangles.
He also proved the congruences

(1.3)

kn+p =■ 2kn,

Kn+j, m 2Kn (mod p),

where p is a prime >2.

In the present note we shall extend (1.3). We show first that for
arbitrary m,
(1.4)

kn+m m 2mkn,

Kn+m s 2mKn (mod m).

More generally if we define

(1.5)

Af(n) = f(n + m) - 2»/(«),

A'f(n) = AA-^f(n)

for fixed m ^ 1, then
(1.6)

Arkn s 0 s A'Kn (mod mr)

for all r £1.
2. Proof of (1.4). In (1.2) replace » by n+m so that
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